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a b s t r a c t
Ancient paintings are valuable for historians and archeologists to study the humanities, customs and
economy of the corresponding eras. For this purpose, it is important to ﬁrst determine the era in which
a painting was drawn. This problem can be very challenging when the paintings from different eras
present a same topic and only show subtle difference in terms of the painting styles. In this paper, we
propose a novel computational approach to address this problem by using the appearance and shape features extracted from the paintings. In this approach, we ﬁrst extract the appearance and shape features
using the SIFT and kAS descriptors, respectively. We then encode these features with deep learning in an
unsupervised way. Finally, we combine all the features in the form of bag-of-visual-words and train a
classiﬁer in a supervised fashion. In the experiments, we collect 660 Flying-Apsaras paintings from Mogao
Grottoes in Dunhuang, China and classify them into three different eras, with very promising results.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Ancient paintings have provided valuable sources for historians
and archeologist to study the history and humanity at the corresponding eras. Fig. 1 displays four painting images collected from
Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang, China. These four paintings were
created in different eras of China, namely the Wudai dynasty, the
Sui dynasty, and the peak Tang dynasty, respectively. From these
paintings, we can ﬁnd a lot of important information in the corresponding eras, e.g., the architecture style in the Wudai dynasty
from Fig. 1(a), the musical instruments in the Sui dynasty from
Fig. 1(b), the plowing manner of farmers in the peak Tang dynasty
from Fig. 1(c), and the costumes in the peak Tang dynasty from
Fig. 1(d).
Obviously, a very important problem is to correctly determine
the era in which a painting was created. Usually it is unreliable
to determine the painting era based only on the speciﬁc content
of the painting, since one same topic may be presented in the
paintings in different eras. As widely adopted in art appraisal,
people usually determine the era of a painting by examining its
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painting style, which usually varies with time and shows subtle
differences from one era to another. It is usually difﬁcult, if no
impossible, for the general people without special training on
painting and painting history to identify such subtle variation of
the painting style for correctly determining the era of a painting.
In this paper, our goal is to develop an automatic, computational
approach to address this problem by using both appearance and
shape features. Together with a supervised learning, we expect
that the proposed approach can implicitly capture the speciﬁc
painting style in different eras for painting-image classiﬁcation.
To better capture the painting style implied in the paintings, we
focus on the paintings created in different eras, but presenting the
same topic. An example is shown in Fig. 2, where all 12 painting
images present the Flying Apsaras, an important theme of the
paintings of Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang, China. These 12 paintings were created in different periods of Dunhuang Art: the infancy
period (Row 1), the creative period (Row 2), and the mature period
(Row 3). From these sample images, we can see that the paintingstyle difference in these three periods are subtle and only experts
on Chinese classic art may be able to distinguish them. In this
paper, we develop our automatic approach to localize such subtle
difference and correctly determine the eras for such paintings.
Besides the appearance features, one interesting observation is
that, each ﬂying fairy in the Flying-Apsaras painting wears scarves,
and it seems that the shape of the scarves varies from one period to
another. An example is shown in Fig. 3. In the infancy period of the
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Fig. 1. Sample paintings from different eras. (a) A painting in Wudai dynasty (907–960) from Mogao Grottoes 61, (b) a painting in Sui dynasty (581–618) from Mogao
Grottoes 285, (c) a painting in peak Tang dynasty (712–762) from Mogao Grottoes 23, (d) a painting in peak Tang dynasty (712–762) from Mogao Grottoes 45.

Fig. 2. Sample paintings with the same topic but created in different eras. Row 1: four paintings created at the infancy period of the Flying-Apsaras art (421–556), Row 2: four
paintings created at the creative period of the Flying-Apsaras art (557–618), Row 3: four paintings created at the mature period of the Flying-Apsaras art (619–959).

Flying-Apsaras art, line and curve strokes sketching the scarves are
relatively simple and ﬂat, as shown in Fig. 3left). In the creative
period, scarves are sketched with small waves, as shown in
Fig. 3middle). While in the mature period, scarves as well as clouds
are more wavy than in the early periods, as shown in Fig. 3right). In
this work, the main hypothesis is that the painting style can be
described by the local appearance and shape features extracted
from the painting images. This way, the difference of painting
styles in different eras can be captured by learning from a set of
training image samples. Based on this hypothesis, the proposed
approach consists of the following steps: (1) appearance and shape
features are extracted using the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [21] and kAS shape description [7], (2) appearance features
are further encoded by a deep-learning algorithm to enhance the
representation abstraction ability, (3) visual codebooks are constructed based on the encoded appearance features and shape features, (4) feature histograms are produced for each painting as the
input of the classiﬁer, (5) training a classiﬁer in a supervised fashion to determine the era of a painting based on the above feature
histogram. In the experiments, we collect 660 Flying-Apsaras paintings from Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang, China and classify them
into either the infancy period, the creative period, or the mature
period as shown in Fig. 2.
There are two major contributions in this paper. First, we
developed a feature detection/combination method that can

distinguish the subtle difference of the Dunhuang Flying-Apsaras
paintings from different eras. We found that both appearance features and shape features are important for this classiﬁcation task,
which is consistent with the opinions of the art experts on
Dunhuang paintings. Second, we proposed to use, in an original
way, the combination of a typical set of image features (SIFT, an
image-gradient based feature that are scale and rotation invariant) with one of the most effective feature reﬁnement
algorithms (deep learning, a speciﬁc type of Boltzmann machines).
In the experiments, we compared the proposed method to a
recent state-of-the-art painting classiﬁcation method, with a
clearly better performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the related work. Section 3 presents our approach for
extracting the appearance and shape features. Section 4 reports
our experiment results on 660 Flying-Apsaras paintings and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related work
As a branch of the image classiﬁcation/retrieval research, painting classiﬁcation has attracted more and more attention in the past
two decades [26,17,28,29,15,8]. Existing painting-classiﬁcation
researches are usually focused on two applications, classifying
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Fig. 3. Curve styles in the paintings from different eras. Top row from left to right are sample paintings from the infancy era, the creative era and the mature era, respectively.
Bottom row are the detected curves on the corresponding painting and the red curves highlight the curve-style difference in these three paintings. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

paintings to speciﬁc painters [26,20,19,18,16], and classifying
paintings to speciﬁc art movements [12,9,3,34,1,5,14,13].
Classifying Paintings to Painters To attribute a painting to a
certain artist, a hierarchically structured classiﬁcation scheme
[26] was exploited by incorporating three different levels of information: the color, the shape of region, and the structure of brush
strokes. It exploited the artist-speciﬁc and artist-independent
characteristics of a painted portrait miniature. These characteristics are supposed to express the style of the brush stroke. The classiﬁcation of painting styles was studied by using a palette
description algorithm which describes the color content of paintings [20,19]. The classiﬁcation of traditional Chinese paintings
was explored by using wavelet decomposition based features,
and 2-D multiresolution hidden Markov models were employed
for classiﬁcation [18]. A bag-of-words approach was adapted for
classifying painters to different painters [16]. It employed the SIFT
descriptor [21] and the Color Name descriptor [31] for creating
feature vocabularies, respectively and showed that the combination of these two kinds of features leads to better classiﬁcation
performance.
Classifying Paintings to Art Movements. To classify the paintings to different art movements, e.g., classicism, impressionism,
cubism, and romanticism, etc., six different features were extracted
by applying statistic analysis to the image color, gradient, and
intensity [12]. Extended research was performed by [9], which
led to a prototype system. However, in these two papers, only a
small set of real paintings were used for experiments and performance evaluation. By representing painting similarity using a
Fisher-kernel metric [23], a classiﬁcation system was built based
on SIFT features and local color statistical features [3], which was
reported to be capable of discovering non-obvious connections
between the painters that belong to different art movements. Color
distribution were exploited in the HSI space for several pre-deﬁned
groups of paintings and based on the color features, painting
images were automatically classiﬁed for the application of image
retrieval [14]. This work was further improved, where an MPEG7 descriptor was adapted for extracting higher-level visual features, such as dominant colors, edginess, and textures, for painting
image classiﬁcation [13]. A 3-D color histogram and a Gabor ﬁlter
energy were used for art description by [5].
Different from these related works, the goal of the proposed
work is to classify the paintings to speciﬁc eras in which these
paintings were created. Speciﬁcally, we focus on the paintings that

present the same topic, such as Flying-Apsaras shown in Fig. 2, and
have to identify the very subtle painting-style difference from one
era to another for image classiﬁcation.
3. Our approach
In this paper, we extract local appearance and shape features
from a painting image and then use the bag-of-visual-words
(BoV) technique to quantize and organize all these local features
for classiﬁcation. The ﬂowchart of the proposed feature extraction
approach is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the following, we elaborate on
each of steps in detail.
3.1. Appearance features
One popular way to extract local appearance features is to uniformly partition the input image into a set of patches, as shown in
Fig. 5(a), and then use simple intensity/color statistics in each
patch as local appearance features. However, features extracted
using such a patch-based method are usually sensitive to scaling
and rotation transforms, which are very common for painting
images. In this paper, we instead extract SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) features [21] as the local appearance features. SIFT
feature extraction consists of two steps: key-point detection and
feature descriptor calculation.
Key-point detection. Let Iðx; yÞ be the input image,
Lðx; y; rc Þ; c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, be a sequence of smoothed images of I,
by convolving I with 2D Gaussian ﬁlters as

Lðx; y; rc Þ ¼

 2

x þ y2
 Iðx; yÞ;
exp

2pr2c
2r2c
1

ð1Þ

where rc ; c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K is a sequence of monotonically increased
scale parameters. Then the difference of Gaussian (DoG) image
Dðx; y; rc Þ at scale c can be computed as

Dðx; y; rc Þ ¼ Lðx; y; rcþ1 Þ  Lðx; y; rc Þ:

ð2Þ

By stacking multiple DoG images, we actually obtain a 3D image
(two spatial dimension and one scale dimension). We then check
each pixel at each scale in its 3  3  3 neighborhood. If it is a
local extremum (by comparing with the other 26 pixels in the
neighborhood), we take it as a key point [21]. In the key point
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Fig. 4. The ﬂowchart of the proposed approach.

Fig. 5. An illustration of appearance feature extraction. (a) Dividing an image to patches for feature extraction, which is sensitive to scalings and rotation transforms. (b)
Extracting SIFT features, which are invariant to scaling and rotation transforms.

detection, low contrast points and edge points are excluded since
their features lack of discrimination powers.
SIFT feature descriptor At each detected point, SIFT descriptor
is computed as the local appearance feature. For each key point
ðx; yÞ, gradient magnitude gðx; yÞ and orientation hðx; yÞ is calculated at the scale where the key point is detected as

gðx; yÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f x ðx; yÞ2 þ f y ðx; yÞ2 ;

hðx; yÞ ¼ tan1

f y ðx; yÞ
;
f x ðx; yÞ

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

where f x ðx; yÞ and f y ðx; yÞ are calculated by Eq. 5,

(

f x ðx; yÞ ¼ Lðx þ 1; y; rc Þ  Lðx  1; y; rc Þ;
f y ðx; yÞ ¼ Lðx; y þ 1; rc Þ  Lðx; y  1; rc Þ;

ð5Þ

with c being the scale in which the key point ðx; yÞ is detected.
At each key point, a weighted histogram of 36 directions is constructed using the gradient magnitude and orientation in the
region around the key point, and the peak that is 80% or more of
the maximum value of the histogram is selected to be the principal
orientation of the key point. After rotating the region around the
key points to the principal orientation, the region is divided into
blocks of 44, and the histogram of eight directions is computed
at each block. Thus, a 4  4  8 ¼ 128 element feature vector
is ﬁnally calculated as the SIFT descriptor at each key point.
Fig. 5(b) shows the extracted SIFT features from a Flying-Apsaras
painting image. Each SIFT key points is represented by a circle,
where the scale is denoted by the radius of the circle and the principal direction is denoted by a line segment in the circle.
3.2. Shape features
For shape-feature extraction, we explore a local shape descriptor proposed by [7]. With this descriptor, the shape feature is
derived from a chains k connected, roughly straight contour segments. In particular, we use k ¼ 3, with which shape features are
derived from Triple-Adjacent-Segments (TAS). A prototype TAS

that represents a group of similar TASs is called a TAS codeword
[32].
There are three steps to construct TASs [7,32]. First, edges are
detected from the input painting image using the Berkeley Segmentation Engine (BSE) [22]. The BSE performs in a global way
and produces soft edges, i.e., a probability map of the structural
boundaries. Generally, BSE can obtain a better edge detection than
the Canny edge detector. Second, small gaps along the contours are
ﬁlled as follows: every edgel (a sequence of connected edge pixels)
c1 is linked to another edgel c2 , if c2 passes a location that is near to
the endpoint of c1 and the ending of c1 is directed towards c2 .
Connected edges are then partitioned into roughly straight line
segments. Finally, starting from each line segment, every triplet
of the line segments is taken as a TAS (See Fig. 6).
Let si for i = 1, 2, 3 denote the three segments in a TAS P, and
ri ¼ ðr xi ; r yi Þ be the vector going from the midpoint of s1 to the midpoint of si . Furthermore, let hi and li be the orientation and length of
si respectively, then the descriptor of P is composed of 10 values
[7]:




rx2 r y2 r3x r y3
l1 l2 l3
:
; ;
; ; h1 ; h2 ; h3 ; ; ;
Nd Nd Nd Nd
Nd Nd Nd

ð6Þ

The distance Nd between the two farthest midpoints is used as normalization factor, making the descriptor scale-invariant. In order to
ﬁnd TAS codewords, we need to deﬁne the distance between a pair
of TASs. According to [7] and [32], the distance between two TASs,
Pa and P b , are deﬁned by their locations, lengths, and orientations,
that is

DðPa ; Pb Þ ¼ wh

3
3
X
X
a b
Dh ðhai ; hbi Þ þ
jlogðli =li Þj;
i¼1

ð7Þ

i¼1

where Dh 2 [0,1] is the difference between two segment orientations normalized by p. In this distance measure, the ﬁrst term measures the difference in orientation and the second term measures
the difference in length. A weight wh = 2 is used to emphasize the
difference between two TASs in orientation.
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Fig. 6. An illustration of shape feature extraction. (a) Edge probability map computed using the Berkeley Segmentation Engine. (b) Detected TASs, where each TAS is
represented by a connected curve segment with the same color.

3.3. SIFT feature reﬁnement by deep learning
As a local appearance descriptor, SIFT is invariant to uniform
scaling, and rotation. However, SIFT feature is sensitive to wide
illumination variations and non-rigid transformations. In ancient
paintings, worn-out regions are frequently observed and such
regions can be viewed as strong illumination variations. Moreover,
structural difference between two paintings, even for the two
paintings in the same era (see Fig. 2), are usually non-rigid. In this
paper, we use unsupervised deep learning to further reﬁne the
extracted SIFT features. This way, we utilize not only the scale/
rotation invariance in the SIFT features, but also the representation
abstraction ability of deep learning.
Deep learning [10,2,24] is motivated by the studies on visual
cortex, which have revealed that the brain has a deep architecture
and signals ﬂow from one brain area (layer) to the next. Each layer
of this feature hierarchy represents the input at a different level of
abstraction. Deep learning is a computational feature abstraction
strategy which simulates the function of the deep architecture of
brain. In this paper, we use the popular deep belief networks
(DBN) [10] for reﬁning the SIFT features. Typically, the deep-learning procedure of DBN consists of two stages: 1) abstracting information layer by layer and 2) ﬁne-tuning the whole deep network
[10]. In the ﬁrst stage, DBN tunes the weights between two adjacent layers by a family of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs)
[25]. In the second stage, the weights in the whole deep network
are ﬁne-tuned using a contrastive version of the wake-sleep algorithm [10,33]. The ﬁrst stage is unsupervised, which is also referred

as feature learning, and the second stage is supervised, which
requires the class labels for the input feature. In this paper, SIFT
feature points are detected without any class labels. Therefore,
we only use the ﬁrst stage of the DBN deep-learning procedure,
i.e., the unsupervised feature learning, to reﬁne the detected SIFT
features.
Without loss of generality, let us consider feature learning
from a visible layer v to a hidden layer h, e.g., input feature layer
H0 to a hidden layer H1 in Fig. 7(a). Each node represents a feature dimension in its respective layer. Assuming all nodes are
binary random variables (0 or 1) and they satisfy the Boltzmann
distribution, the bipartite graph formed by connecting the nodes
across these two layers is a Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(RBM).
In an RBM, a joint conﬁguration of the visible and hidden units
has an energy

X
X
X
Eðv ; h; hÞ ¼  W ij v i hj 
bi v i 
aj hj ;
i;j

i

ð8Þ

j

where h denotes the parameters (W; a; b), W denotes the weights
between visible and hidden units, a and b denote the bias of the hidden layer and the visible layer, respectively. Then the probability of
the joint conﬁguration is given by the Boltzmann distribution:

Ph ðv ; hÞ ¼

1
expðEðv ; h; hÞÞ;
ZðhÞ

ð9Þ

P
where ZðhÞ ¼ v ;h ðexpðEðv ; h; hÞÞ is the normalization factor.
Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) we have

Fig. 7. An n-layer feature learning with RBMs. W and W 0 represent weights between the neighboring layers, down-up and up-down, respectively. H0 is the input visible layer,
and H1 to Hn are the hidden layers.
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!

Ph ðv ; hÞ ¼

X
X
X
1
exp
W ij v i hj þ
bi v i þ
aj hj :
ZðhÞ
i;j
i
j

ð10Þ

Because of the bipartite structure of RBMs, the visible and hidden
units are conditionally independent to each other. Thus the marginal distribution of v respect to h can be written as

1
T
Ph ðv Þ ¼
exp½v T Wh þ aT h þ b v :
ZðhÞ

ð11Þ

Parameters h are then obtained by maximizing the likelihood of
Ph ðv Þ, which is equal to maximizing logðPh ðv ÞÞ. With the parameters
h, the hidden layer, say H1 in Fig. 7(a), becomes a visible layer, based
on which we can repeat the same algorithm to learn a new hidden
layer, say H2 in Fig. 7(b), and make it a visible layer. This process can
be repeated to learn a multiple layer deep Boltzmann machine, as
shown in Fig. 7(c).
In this paper, we use the DBN implementation [11]1 for feature
reﬁnement. Speciﬁcally, we try up to 4 hidden layers in the DBN with
decreasing number of nodes. In the experiment, we will examine the
SIFT features reﬁned at each hidden layer and explore their representative abilities based on the painting image classiﬁcation results.
We will also investigate the impact of the number of the nodes at
each hidden layer to the ﬁnal classiﬁcation performance.
3.4. Feature quantization and image classiﬁcation
We construct feature codebooks for the appearance features
and the TAS shape features separately. Given the large number of
feature samples (e.g., more than 400,000 SIFT features, or more
than 360,000 kAS features in our experiments) for codebook construction, we use the classical K-means algorithm to cluster the
feature samples into a smaller group of cluster. Each cluster center
is taken to be a feature-based visual word in the codebook. This
way, any new feature sample can be quantized to its nearest visual
words for constructing a feature-words histogram, i.e., a bag of
visual words, for each image. Finally, this histogram is used for
image classiﬁcation. In the experiments, we will examine the
impact of the number of clusters, i.e., the number of visual words
in the codebook, i.e,, on the image-classiﬁcation performance.
For classiﬁcation, a multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classiﬁer using libSVM tool2 was used for both training and testing
[4]. The RBF was selected as the SVM kernel. There were mainly two
parameters to be tuned in the classiﬁer – the soft-margin constant C,
and the c in the RBF kernel, which will be examined in the
experiments.
4. Experimental results and discussion
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the real painting image dataset we collected for evaluating the proposed approach. After that,
we describe the experiment setup. At last, we report and analyze
the experiment results.

(619–959). Samples of the collected images are shown in Fig. 2. For
each of the three categories, half of the collected data (110 images)
were taken for training, and the remaining half were taken for
testing.
4.2. Experiment setup
To fully justify the proposed feature extraction, we tried the following ﬁve type of features for image classiﬁcation.
1. Subimage: Only use the image-patch based appearance features, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). We speciﬁcally set patch size
to be 28  28 in our experiments.
2. SIFT: Only use the SIFT-based appearance features.
3. kAS: Only use the kAS-based shape features.
4. SIFT + kAS: Combine SIFT-based appearance features and the
kAS-based shape features, without any deep-learning-based
reﬁnement to these features.
5. SIFTwi +kAS: Combine SIFT-based appearance features and the
kAS-based shape features, where SIFT features are reﬁned by
using i-layer output of the deep-learning network.
Here SIFTwi + kAS is our proposed method and we tried up to
four layers of deep-learning reﬁnement to the SIFT features. For
each type of feature, we use the same bag-of-visual-words technique to group them into a ﬁxed-dimensional feature histogram
before it is fed to the classiﬁer. Note that, the dimension is 128
for the original SIFT descriptor, and 10 for kAS. The dimension of
Subimage, the image-patch based feature used for comparison, is
784. After the deep learning, the dimension of the feature vector
of SIFTwi is the number of nodes in the ith layer of the deeplearning network. For both kAS and SIFT, the codebook all contains
1024 codes, resulting from the K-means clustering. The codebook
of SIFTwi + kAS that is used in the proposed method is 512.
In our experiments, we used vlFeat3 tool [30] to obtain the SIFT
features and the k-Adjacent-Segments detector4 to generate kAS
shape features. As discussed in Section 3.2, a kAS is a shape structure
made up of k line segments. If k is smaller, the kAS will be simpler
and can be used to ﬁt more detected curve segments. By using a
smaller k, the extracted local shape structures are simpler and
become more frequent in the feature histogram [32]. In our experiments, we set k ¼ 3 to detect TASs.
4.3. Experiment results
In the following, we ﬁrst report the overall performance based
on different features and then we study the impact of several
important parameters in the proposed SIFTwi + kAS method.
Overall performance. we use two metrics for performance
evaluation, the classiﬁcation Accuracy and the AUC (area under
the ROC curve). Accuracy was calculated by

Accuracy ¼
4.1. Dataset
With the assistance of Dunhuang art researchers, we collected a
set of 660 Flying-Apsaras painting images from Mogao Grottoes in
Dunhuang. These images were labeled into three categories
according to the eras they were created – 220 images from the
infancy period of the Flying-Apsaras art (421–556), 220 images in
the creative period of the Flying-Apsaras art (557–618), and 220
images from the mature period of the Flying-Apsaras art
1
2

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/hinton/MatlabForSciencePaper.html.
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvm/.
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true positiv es þ true negativ es
 100%:
positiv es þ negativ es

ð12Þ

For two-class classiﬁcation, AUC is the area under the ROC curve [6],
which can be obtained by applying varied threshold to the output of
the classiﬁer. In the case of a multiclass classiﬁcation, an average
ROC curve is plotted to calculate the AUC. For both Accuracy and
AUC, the bigger the value, the better the classiﬁcation performance.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the image classiﬁcation performances
using the ﬁve types of features described above. In Fig. 8(a), we
show the classiﬁcation Accuracy in terms of varied c, the kernel
3
4

http://www.vlfeat.org/.
http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/software/index.en.html.
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Fig. 8. Image classiﬁcation performance when using different types of features. (a) Classiﬁcation Accuracy in terms of varied c, the kernel parameter in the SVM classiﬁer, (b)
ROC curves. For the above results, C is set 200 for the SVM classiﬁer, (c) classiﬁcation accuracy when using different amount of samples for training.

Table 1
Best Accuracy value and AUC using different types of features.
Metric

Accuracy
AUC

Table 2
Classiﬁcation accuracy of the proposed method (sift w2 +kas) and a state-of-the-art
comparison method [5].

Features in use
Subimage

kAS

SIFT

SIFT + kAS

SIFTw2 +kAS

69.39
0.843

62.73
0.757

77.88
0.922

82.12
0.931

84.24
0.936

parameter in the SVM classiﬁer. In Fig. 8(b), we show the average
ROC curve for each type of feature. Table 1 shows the best Accuracy
value and AUC obtained in each method. For the proposed method,
we take the layer-2 output as the reﬁned SIFT feature. We can see
that the proposed SIFTw2 + kAS method produces the best classiﬁcation accuracy and ROC performance against the comparison
methods that use the other features. In particular, the combined
SIFT + kAS features lead to better performance than using only
SIFT-based appearance features or only kAS-based shape features.
This indicates that the painting style in different eras is implied
in both appearance and shape features. By reﬁning the SIFT
features using deep learning, the classiﬁcation performance is further improved. This indicates that the deep learning does improve
the representation abstraction ability of the SIFT features in this
image-classiﬁcation task.
To justify the proposed method, we compare its performance to
one most recent method [5] that was developed for painting
classiﬁcation. This comparison method reported good accuracy in
classifying 6 styles of paintings on a dataset of 3419 paintings. In
addition, it was justiﬁed to be more favorable over several other
painting-classiﬁcation methods [9,34,27] in terms of the number
of classes, the size of the painting datasets, and the reported
classiﬁcation accuracies. For this comparison method, we directly
use its available source code5, in which color-histogram and Gabor
features are extracted for painting classiﬁcation, and apply it to the
Dunhuang Flying-Apsaras paintings. Similar as in the proposed
method, we also use the same half of the paintings for training
and the remaining half for testing in this comparison method. The
results are shown in Table 2, where the accuracy is calculated for
each class, as well as over all the test data. We can see that the proposed method outperforms this state-of-the-art comparison method
in each of the class and over all the test data. Fig. 8(c) shows the
accuracy of this comparison method when using different training
samples. We believe the proposed method achieves a higher
5

http://www.imag.pub.ro/common/staff/rcondorovici/rc_paint.htm.

Method

Accuracy
Infancy period Creative period Mature period Overall

Proposed method 78.18
[5]
72.73

83.64
80.00

90.91
77.27

84.24
76.67

accuracy than the comparison method because the extracted SIFT
features better describe the appearance of the paintings than the
color-histogram and Gabor features. In addition, we extract shape
features which are not considered in the comparison method.
Impact of parameters The kernel parameter c in SVM deﬁnes
how far the inﬂuence of a single training sample reaches – the
smaller the value of this parameter, the farther a sample can reach
in the classiﬁcation. The parameter C in SVM trades off the misclassiﬁcation of the training sample and the simplicity of the decision surface. The smaller the value of C, the smoother the resulting
decision surface and the lower the classiﬁcation rate on the training samples. In our experiments, we use a grid-search strategy to
ﬁnd the optimal parameter pair at (C; c) = (200, 2.0104 ) for the
proposed approach, i.e., SIFTw2 + kAS. We found the performance
of the proposed approach is not very sensitive to the value selection of C, especially when C is varied near 200. Therefore, we set
C = 200 consistently, and evaluate the performance by varying
the value of c. The results of using different c’s are shown in
Fig. 8(a). Clearly, the selection of an appropriate c is important –
if we select an overly large c, say larger than 1e3 , the classiﬁcation
rate will drop substantially.
Besides the parameters in the SVM classiﬁer, we also evaluated
the proposed approach by using reﬁned SIFT features from different layers of deep learning. On each layer, we can also vary numNodes, the number of nodes used for deep learning. Furthermore,
we can vary numCenters, the number of clusters in constructing
the feature codebook. In our experiments, we tried the value of
numCenters to be 128, 256, 512 and 1024, and the value of numNodes to be 256, 512 and 1024. Table 3 shows Accuracy of the proposed SIFTwi +kAS method under different settings of these three
parameter. In these results, we consistently set the SVM parameters C = 200 and search the best c in the range of ½0; 1. From these
two tables we can see that the best classiﬁcation results were
obtained at numCenters = 512 and numNodes = 512. The performance of the proposed approach does not change much when
choosing numCenters 2 {256, 512} and numCenters 2 {512, 1024}.
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Table 3
Impact of parameters on the performance in terms of Accuracy
Layers

numNodes

numCenters
128

256

512

1024

1 Layer (w1 )

256
512
1024

80.61
82.42
80.30

82.12
83.33
82.42

81.52
82.12
81.82

81.21
81.52
80.61

3 Layers (w3 )

256
512
1024

83.94
82.42
80.91

83.64
82.42
83.64

80.30
84.24
82.42

83.94
82.73
81.82

3 Layers (w3 )

256
512
1024

79.39
82.12
80.61

79.39
81.82
83.94

83.94
82.12
83.33

81.52
82.42
82.42

4 Layers (w4 )

256
512
1024

82.42
79.09
80.00

82.12
81.52
82.12

82.12
83.33
83.03

83.03
78.79
80.00
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deep learning technique can be used to reﬁne the SIFT-based
appearance features for improving the classiﬁcation performance.
We tested the proposed approach on 660 real painting images from
Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang of China and found that the proposed
method can effectively classify them in three different eras by capturing the subtle difference of the painting style in each era.
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